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SYNOPSIS 
'l'he purpoee of the thesis is to analyze severa 1 innova-
tive projects instituted by Title III of the National Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 in relation to their effec-
tive use with the gifted studentr whether the particular charac-
teristics of the intellectually gifted and resultant learning 
and achievement are enhanced or hindered. 
A theory of intellect appropriate for the gifted and 
their special characteristics, intellectual, emotional, and so-
cial is explained. The Aspen Total Exposure program, a curricu-
lum plan to expose the student to the entire breadth of human 
knowledge and experience while allowing him to plan his own inde-
pendent study and achieve mastery of performance criteria to the 
level of his individual pace and ability, is discussed. 
A Computerized Approach to the Individualization of In-
struct iona 1 Experience. attempts to match the unit of instruction 
to the particular needs of the student and develop a raperatory 
of these matchings for future reference. 
Tbe proper utilization of Student Transportation Time 
project seeka to employ an enrichment program of culture 1 and 
cOIBunity events as well as an expansion of the regular curricu-
lum by electronic means. This is done on the bus to better use 
the time spent in long bus journeys to school by rural children. 
The Developmental Placement project intends to start 
children in school according to behavioral age rather than 1Q OJ:' 
chronological age. Hopefully, this will facilitate a readiness 
to absorb each succeeding level of instruction as it increases in 
difficulty through the achool years. 
The Random Acces. RetJ:'ieval System hopes to solve the 
problem of library atorage of information and enhance indivic:1ual 
instruction and independent study by making available ialediate-
ly, and in unlimited quantity, audio and visual information to 
the atudent. 
Implications for the gifted atudent, for administration, 
and for further reaearch are diacuaaed. 
IN'l'RODUCTION I BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF TITLB III 
INNOVATIVB Pao3C'l'8 
Never in the bistory of _nkind baa education been au-d 
at eacb member of society as it is in the United States. Our phi-
108ophyof govern.nt a8s~a that since eacb citizen ba8 an equal 
voice through his vote, all must be educated with the ability and 
deaire to participate. We have long since become an infinitely 
complex industrial society in contrast to the aiJDple agrarian so-
ciety existing at the time of our eatablislaent as a nation and 
tbe foration of the Jefferaonian ideals of equality of opportuni-
ty. our expansion, prosperity, and world pre-eminence i8 due in 
no a.ll part to the fruition of these ideals. The complex or-
ganization of a technical industrial society demands individuals 
qualified to meet the challengea of increaaingly automated indus-
try, pure acientific and apace reaearch, and the intricate needa 
of private and gove.rruaental administration. Growing affluence 
allowa increaaed enthusiaam for and aupport of creative endeavors 
in the fine arta. 
1 
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The public has long been aware of the increasing needs 
in the education of their children and has conaiatently supported 
their schools at the local and state level through bonding refer-
eDdu. aDd ever increasing taxes which they have supported at the 
polls through thair school board members and state legislators. 
However, the saturation point bas been reached in regard to loea 1 
support, and at.t.ent.ion is increasingly turned toward federal aid. 
The moat recant programs funded by the B lementary and Secondary 
Bducation Act of 1965 include scne of t.he moat novel approachea 
to persistent problema. This act is the greatest single couait-
meat. ever made by the paderal govaX'JUDl!lnt for the improvement of 
education throughout the nation. 
Title III of this act inatitutes a program for making 
grants for supplementary education centera and services, to 
stimulate and assist in the provision of vitally needed educa-
tional services not available in sufficient quantity or quality, 
and to stimulate and assist in the developaent of exeaplary ele-
mentary and secondary school educational programs to serve as 
models for regular school programs. Guidelines for approval of a 
program consistently demand that it be innovative and solve per-
sistent problema in oreler to take a bold new look at educational 
3 
needs and to develop progra. which illustrate innovative ideas 
as well as enrich curriculwa. 
The intellectually gifted student haa never been given 
special treatment in our country 's educational syalte., because, 
according to our democratic ideals, no one group is allowed spe-
cial cONlideration.,or favored treatDlant in our tax supported in-
stitutions. By the strength of their own abilities, the gifted 
were expected to take best advantage of the facilities provided 
for all. yet it is from this group that the moat effective lead-
era of industry, govern.-nt, law, letters, and the creative arts 
will come. '!'he increasingly serious proble. of society looming 
ahead will de.nd from them even more inventive and far-reaching 
solutions. 
Here the nature of the intellect: and special abilities 
and talents of the gifted will be discussed. In view of the 
characteristics of the intellectually able student, five innova-
tive projects of Title III of the B18lD8ntary and Secondary Bduca-
tion Act of 1965 will be described.. They will be ana lyzed in the 
light of the special talents and abilities of the gifted, and 
ways in which these· projects can best be used to their advantage 
will be indicated. 
CHAP'l'BR I 
S'l'RUC'1'tIRB OF 'l'BB IN'l'BLUCCl' 
Many theori_ of the intellect and the learning' process 
have been advanced, from a theory of one general learning power 
to a myriad of special abilities ~r aptitud .. , but none of these 
se .. able to encompass the quantitative aDd qualitative differen-
ces of the average an.<! the superior intellect. A relatively re-
cent theory is that of J.P. Guilford, an.<! from the research COlll-
pleted thus far, it would se .. that the structure of intellect 
concept expan.<!s to make possible the nat.ure of the gift.ed int.e1-
1ect as well as t.he ordinary one. 
The discovery of the components of int.el1igence bas been 
1 
made by means of the experimental application of factor analysis, 
1 J .P. Guilford, R.C. Wilson, and P.R., A Factor-Ana lytic 
Study of Creative Thinking. Reports frOlll t1'e ,sxc:bo1ogica1 




each factor itI ."fficieDtly c1it1t1Det yet cla.sifiable as there itI 
a n .. _lance of certain facets. one has18 of classification ill 
the pr0C88s or operation perfox.ad, aDel thill abtaiDa five -:1or 
groupe of lDtellectual abilities, fafton of cogDition, -.,ry, 
coavergeDt thinking, divergent thlDJdng, aDel evaluation. 
Cognit ion 1Dclu4e. 4it1covery, rec11accwezy, aDel recogai-
tioD. MeIDOI!'y _au cate_iCD. productive t.hinking operatiODll 
generate new info~tioD frca cog_t.ed aad -.orizec1 biU aDel con 
siet of divergent thinking which .earc'be8 or ... a ".riet.y aDel 
c0ftY8rgeat thinking whloh f iI'lc1e the correct or beet a_war:. III 
evaluatiCD ". aka :1u4~ata aa to goodae •• , correct .. aa, auita-
bility, or ac1equacy of the inforatioa produced by cogDit.iCD, 
_lDOry, cCDvergellt and c1ivergeftt, thinking. 
Cla •• ification of the iDt.ellect.ual fafton accorcU.1l9 t.o 
t.he kiDc1 of _terial or coat_to iDvolvec1 gi".. a .econd c1icactioa 
t.o a theoret.ical cubical coutr:uot ¥hioh Ili9ht. portray the ab-
.t.ract relatiODllhip aaoag t.hea. Pacton of cOAteat woulc1 include 
t.he figural, ayslbolic or ••• at.ic. 'rigunl coateat. ia concret.e 
_t.erial a. ~rceivec! thrO\1gh t.he a •• e., repre.eat1ag DOthing 
but iUeU, vieually auch propertiee aa .isa, fora, color, loca-
tion anc1 text.ur:e, au4ially, tCD8, pit.ch, loud .... , and tactily, 
texture, .isa, and .hape. Syaabolic coat.ent itI cCllllp08ec1 of 
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letter., digit., and other conventional Sigilli, UIIually organized 
in general .yete., i.e., the a lphabet or nUll1ber syetems. Seman-
tic cont.nt 18 pre.ented in the form of v.rbal meanings and ideas 
Wh.n an operation frCllll the classification of proce.. i. 
applied to one of the type. of content, the third dimauion of 
the cubical construct appear •• 2 Bxperu.ntal evidence thus far 
demonstrates that, regardless of the cCillbinations of operat.iona 
and cont.nt., the .a. six funda_ntal kinds of products and only 
these a. far a. can be det.rmined by factor a_lye18 .y be found 
as.ociated. The.ix basic product. are the following: unita, 
cla •••• , relations, .yet.e., traDS format ions , and iSIlpl1cationa. 
In t.he cubical mod.l each d1D8DSion represent. one of the 
1Iod.. of variation of t.he facton, fint the various types of 
opera tiona, secondly the four kiDda of operationa, and thirdly 
t.he .everal kinds of products. Bach c.ll within the model poaita 
a c.rtain kind of ability that can be d •• cribed in t.er. of ope-
ntion, cont.nt. and product., a. each cell 18 at. the inter.ection 
of a uiqu. combinat.ion of the three dimeDSions. 
Along "he dt.naion of content., a fourth category is 
2J .1>. Guilford, '-rhe Structure of Int.ellect," P.xsholOSli-
-cal Bullet.in, 53 (1956), 267-293. 
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added aDCl de.igMted a. "behavioral," a punly theoretical 
qeneral area to repre.ent "social intelligence ... 3 Test. have yet 
to be constructed whloh might a.certain facility in under.tanding. 
prcduct.ive thinking about. and evaluation of human behavior. 
Guilford I. theory. rather than accepting the learner a. a 
.ort of .tiJllulua-reaporuse device, considers him a8 an agent for 
dealing with infonation. ai. own aMlogy 18 that of an electro-
nlo ccmputer rather than a vending machine. Thue learning is a 
d1accwery and an evaluation of infonation a. well a. the for.-
tion of a •• ociations in the form of stiaulue-re.ponae connections. 
Therefore, education is a _ans of training the intellect, and thE 
higher mental proc ..... of thinking, probl ••• olving, aDd creatiVE 
thinking which have both .pecific and general a.pects or cClllpOft-
ant. rather than s1aply depending upon the mast.ry of rather spe-
cific habit. or 8kills. 'l'he general cOllpOftent •• y corre.poncl 
to the factors of the intellect. While we do not know how great-
ly each factor .y be determined by heredity, the moat practical 
position would advance the poe*1bUity that each intellectual 
factor can be dev.loped to a greater facility through the l.arn-
ing proc .... 
3 J.P. Guilford, peraonalitx (New York: McGraw-ail1, 
-1959), Chapter 8. 
a 
Therefore eacb intellectual factor becomes a goal ability 
defined by a certain combination of content, operation,· and pro-
duct wbicb would need .pecific metb04s to acbieve it. improve.nt, 
aDd we arrive at the iIIlportance of cboice of curriculwn and teacb 
ing metboclll. M1qbt it be possible to enable .tudents to become 
more adaptable to increasirag technical complexities and fa.t .... ov-
ing changes by tra ining' the mind rather than by teacbing specific 
skills which may well become obsolete? can the creative child 
and tbe intellectually gifted be better stimulated anc1 encouraged 
to follow hi. natural bent without being penalized by a rigid 
.yetelll? 
In the following analyse. of recent innovations under 
Title III of the Bleaentaxy and secondary Bducation Act of 1965, 
.evera 1 projects will be· viewed in reqard to their suitability to 
meeting the particular needs of the gifted student. It lDuat be 
kept in mind that they were designed for all the students in the 
particular districts, but since they are al80ftg the lDO.t innovative 
of all the projects, tbey may well bave speoial application for 
the gifted. The A.pen Total Exposure .prog~m confo~ especially 
well to Guilford's theory of tra ining the whole mind, while the 
RaDdca Access Retrieval Syat .. is particularly adept at feeding 
infonetion into the student "computer, It tbere to be organized 
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and evaluated. The proper Utilization of Student Tranaportation 
'1'_ project as an enrictu.nt program qualifi .. as an adjunct to 
training both specific and general ccap0n8nts of the intellect. 
Only the Ccaputerized Approach to lnatructional Bxperiences 
treats the .stery of specific habits aDd sJd.lla as parallOUftt aad 
is seen to be based primarily Oft a behavioral rather than a total 
theory of the intellect. 
CBAP'l'BR II 
'l'BB GIF'l'BD STUDBN'l', IN'l'BLI&C'J.'UAL, SOCIAL AND BMO'l'IONAL 
CHARACl'BRISTICS AWBC'l'I. ACHDVBMBN'l' 
American education is intended to be demcx::ratic, based on 
Jeffersonian principles of freedom of the mind, univeraal educa-
tion, higher education for all t.he talent.ed, equality of opportu-
nity. and social lIObility through education. '!'he American charac-
ter developed an at.titude of individualism, a desire for freedom 
from organized state control, an averaion to "aristocracy, It a 
feeling of general equality, and self worth. However, following 
the social theory of John Dewey in which the individual beea_ a 
aicrocOlllll in a macroccsm, the ideal of universal education .s 
put. into pract.ice aa .sa education wherein the individual might 
best learn to adjust himself to the world. The gifted st.udent 
who might be creat.ive enough to foresee the poesibility and de-
sirabilit.y of readjusting the world to better serve _n was often 
10 
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frustrated. At beat he was expected to "98t more out of II his edu 
cation due to his own auperior abilities alone. 
More recently, aa the increaaing need for highly to ined 
and inventive personnel to man all fields of endeavor frOID e1ec-
trOllic:a to social work is manif.sted, the dissemination of this 
need haa stimulated the propagation of studi.. of the intellec-
tually gifted, fraa 'rerman's longitudinal studiea to social and 
emotional health surveys. conco.u.tally then baa been a aignifi-
cant naponse to an increaain9 d.sire to define the cbaractez:ia-
tica of and achieve reliable maasures of auperior intelligence 
and cz:eativity. 
pZ:QI this research certain general aDd specific charac-
teriatics bave emerged Which affect the intellectually gifted and 
cnative persOll and his achievement, both acholastic and produc-
tive. In ter. of physical and mental health t.he gifted child 
shows superiority in these traita aa well aa the intellectual 
ones. Large population atudies of childnn of· all ages have 
shown that the intellectually superior an taller, heavier, and 
mature more rapidly than the average. 1 '1'hey alao experience 
fewer emotional probl_. Yet there are many adjustments which 
!willard C. OlaonaDd D.W. Hughes, "Growth patterns of 
Exceptional Children, II Porty-lilintb xearbook, National Society 
for the Study of Bducation, part II, p. 63. 
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they must make as a result of their unique abilities. Th08e who 
succeed in makirag a cOfttribution of their talents 8180 succeed in 
makiag the adjust.nt8 in a superior _ftft8r. 2 
Barly iDdicatioaa of superior int.ell1gen.ce include quick 
Uft4ental'l41n.g, curiee ity, retentive memory, fluency of ideas and 
1nfonration, avid interest in number relations, _pa, and ency-
clopedias.3 Barly interest aDd facility in reading, a large fluid 
vocabulary, initiative and indepeDden.c:e in thinking, ability to 
see relationships, make associationa, adapt abetract prin.c:iples 
to cClDCrete .ituations, and observe al'l4 n-=er detaila.4 PU'-
thar traits include the ability to generalize, interpret and n-
cognize relati0ft8hipa, the ability to uae economy in work _t1lode 
and general efficieDCy.5 Character traits oftenno~ include 
.elf-criticism, very courteCN8 behavior, a keen seue of humour, 
a daire 'to excel, an enjoyment of competition, and a strong 
-
2Jacob W. Gatzals and Philip W. Jackson. Cr&ativitX¥u'ld 
ID.telligence (New York: John Wiley and Sou, 1962), p. 18. 
3rAwia M. 'l'.rJaan an,4 Melita B. OdeD, The Gifted Child 
Grows 02 (Stanford. Calif.~ stanford University press, 1947), 
p. 25. 
4aerbert Carroll, genius in the Mak1pg (New York: McGraw-
Bill Book Co., Inc., 1940), pp. ~15-121. 
'william Bristow, .t al....Id.ntifying Gifted Children, .. 
:rJle Gifted Chil~. Bdited by paul A. Witty (BoatOD: D .C. Beath 
& Co., 1951), p. 14. 
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aenae of responsibility.' The gifted exhibit a broad attention 
span and a high degree of insight into problems and. arecbarac-
teriaed by more £'requent use of and greater uniqueness of the 
products of iDagination.' 
The intellectually gifted may demonstrate qualitative 
differences in intelligence. Superior learners tend to learn by 
complex associative methods rather than by simple rote drill, and 
they seek sophisticated abstract principles which syntheSize sub-
ject divsions. 8 The average child begins to form his own abstrac-
tiona at about the age of twelve, and his previous learning has 
been shaped by stimulus generalization. It can be observed, how-
ever, that the gifted child thinks in abstractions much earlier, 
can apply thelll to concrete situations, relate them to other 
areaa of learning and experience, reaching the first stages of 
9 developing hypotheses. 
6aollingsworth, Lata s. 
Macaillan Co., 1926), p. 122. 
Gifted Chi14ren (New York: 
t 
The 
'James J. Gallagher, Analyais of Research on the Bduca-
tion of Gifted Children (Springfield, Ill.: Office of the Super-
intendent of Public IDlltruction, 1960), p. 36. 
SaenIY J. Baker, Characteristics of SUP!rior Learners, 
Supplementary Educationai Monograph No. 69 (Chicago: University 
of Chicago press, October 1949), pp. 153-154 • 
... piaget, The. P8XSholcgy of Intelligence (London: Ke-
gan paul, 1950), Chapter 2. 
14 
Success in the standard schooh has been the general rule 
for the intellectually gifted, and correlationa between ach1eve-
ment test scores and acorea on IQ tests have been found to be 
very high. The incidence of underachievers who have high lQs but 
low production bas been discovered to be a result of emotional 
proble. in the home and family relationships which inhibit moti-
vation. The superior mental ability of gifted children appears 
to be _intained thro\19'hout life according to follow-up studies 
ade by Tea.n and Hollingsworth. The fJ.'erman longitudinal stu-
di.s discovered that lithe intellectual statwa of the average mem-
ber of the group at the mean age of thirty years was close to the 
98th or 99th percentile of the general adult population and far 
above the average level of ability of graduates from superior 
10 
colleges and universities. II 
Sex differences in ability appeal:' to be negligible. 
fJ.'hough there were minor achievement differences between gifted 
boys and girls in various subjects tested, they were trifling 
when compared to the great superiority of gifted over unaelected 
children. ll Any difference is thought to be cultural! and this 
opinion is reinforced by a study Which showed that girls who had 
lGrerman and Oden, ,22- :.!S., p. 378. 11 Ibid., p. 28. 
15 
been taught to play with scientific toys saored equally high in 
mathe_tieal and a,.talytical aptitudes.12 Motivation and conseque t 
aehievemant increases markedly for boya in the later teens when 
they realize that preparation for a life's work, its status and 
contributions are at stake. 
Happily, the gifted have abilities in social and emotion-
al aress as well as strictly academie and intellectual ones, con-
trary to indications from early studies and studiea of soma few 
famous creative geniuses. In the late nineteenth century Lom-
13 14 bros 0 and Nisbet attempted to show that insanity was closely 
related to genius, but from controlled research studiea beginning 
with Terman, the indications are that, if anything, the opposite 
ia tr'Wi" and the gifted are JIOre emotionally stable than ordinary 
15 
men. While creative poetic geniuses such as Bdgar Allen Poe, 
Lord 8yJ.'on, and Oscar Wilde have been victu. of nervous inata-
bility while they proch Iced their great wora, this is not the 
1280yd R. McCandle.s, Children and A;doleace~ts (New York. 
Bolt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), Chapter 10. 
13Lod> ros 0 , C., The .Man of oenius (New York, Charlea 
Scribner 'a Sons, 1895). 
14 J.P. Nisbet, The Insanity of Genius (London: DeLaNore 
pre.s, 1895). 
15..rerman and Oden, ER. sJ:1., p. 57. 
16 
rule for the profession of the arts and does not hold tJ:ue in 
other field8. l6 
The highly creative child may not be well-rounded, pre-
ferring to concentrate his efforts toward the inteJ:ests of his 
own imagination. These students may not do particularly well on 
achievement and intelligence tests yet may have great stores of 
inforation in specific areas, gr:eat iaagination in solving prob-
le. and developing ideas in a highly inventive, flexible, and 
17 
original manner. They often try the teacher IS patience ancl in-
deed pr:efer to learn on their own. creatively gifted students 
like to attempt difficult taska, and a coaaon experience in the 
lives of outstandingly successful creative iDdividuals bas been 
their ability to cope with failure and frustration. Consistently 
tbey have attempted taska with intense persistence which would 
have patently seemed too difficult, but to the creative intellect 
fulfill a demand for originality and a aatisfaction for an ab-
sorbing curiOllity on the fringes of human lcnowlec:lge. The creatiVE 
acbievers are motivated by a aearch for a pw:poee Which will 
l6p .A. Witty and H.C. Lehman, ~ervO\1S Instability and 
Genius. SOII8 Conflicting Opinions, " Journal of Abnormal and So-
cial P8yqholoqy, Vol. 18, No. 1 (January 1966). 
17K• paul Torrance, "preble. of Highly CJ:eative Children, .. 
gifted Child Quarterly, Vol. 5, No. 2 (SUIDJI8r, 1961), pp. 31. 
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enable them to fulfill their feeling of destiny and be worthy of 
the enthusiastic devotion of Which they are capable. In discover-
ing their potentialities, how auah better it .ta to help the. 
achieve their self-concepts creatively rather t.han to attempt t.o 
mold them by authority. 
Happily, the gift.ed and creative individuals seaZ'ch foZ' 
the ir own waya of expre.sing their uniquen .. s. yet they often 
feel it nece.sary to reject the de_nds of society to conform Z'a-
theZ' than surrender t.heir individuality. They do not intend t.o be 
poured int.o a mold of "D.oJ:1DBlcy" or confoZ'JIity expected by socie-
ty of its ""rs. At.titudes t0W'8Z'd suc:ces. differ too, and the 
creatively gifted penoa is le.s concerned with cOllventional 
standards. and more int.erested in intr1naic merit and accomplish-
ment. The choice of a greater variety of vocational occupations 
and those of a more unusual and rare nature is a further indica-
tion. of their propulsion toward uniquenes •• 18 
In daily school relationships highly creative student. are 
known by their ''Wild and silly" idea.. Their work produaes "off 
the beaten track" idea., and since they do not conform to stand-
ardisec! (U,mansions, behavioral nor., and expected answers on 
l8aarriet E. O'Shea, "Friendship and the Intellectually 
Gifted Child, II Exceptional Children, vol. 26, No. 6 (February, 
1960), pp. 327-335. 
18 
which orcU.nary reepouee are judged, botb fellow etudente and 
their teachere are often at a loee in evaluat.ing t.be.~'1'be Z'e-
eult.iDg peyabologieal eet.nn~nt ie f~\1D8t.ely t.ft1Ip8nd by 
c'baraat.eriet.ice of bu.or and playfuln .. e OIl t.he paR of the crea-
t.ively gifted individual. Fortunat.ely, t.hey are uaually pat.ient. 
wit.h t.he net. of t.he world. 
In t.he area of eoaial inte.ct.ion, cloee fZ'ieDd8bip in-
vol".. a peRona 1, mut.ual awarene .. , a liking and confidence, and 
a e.un eatiefaetion in interabange. 'the one t.o one rel8tion-
ehip of friendehip diffeZ's great.ly frOll the more C)enenl stat.ue o~ 
·popularit.y· and is a gnat deal aore important. for developing 
h,,*,n beinge, gift.ed etudente as well ae otbeR. It. is naceseary 
for _eh of us t.o bave cloee friende t.o be ccaplet.e peDone • 
• ducational and clinical evidence ehowe t.bat t.he individual must. 
be cOliplete and contented within bimself to be of _xiDua benefit 
to eociet.y ae well ae to achieve the great.est measure of accOlll-
plia~nt and happineee for bimself. 
Gifted children have long been encouraged to "get. a long II 
with those of the ea_ cbronologiaal aCJe "because the world ie 
full of average people, aDd it ie necessary to get along with 
everyone. a originally a cbild 'e cboice of playaatee ie limited 
to tbose cloee geographically and those in the eame narrow :range 
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of chronological age found in hi. school clas.. The child with a 
higher _ntal age than hie chronological age group has very little 
chance to find anyone of like _ntal age, even if he would take 
greater pleaaure in auch a relationahip. Yet it is only th08e 
persona Who have experienced clO8enes. and IlUtual trust and who 
have been successful in achieving understanding of others through-
out the year. of childhood who can display aympathy and under-
standing and who can achieve closeness as adults. p~rJtapa the re-
puted aloofne.. of the "egghead It is the result of his inability to 
have ''pX'actiefid It friendships as a child. 
One can gus.s the discouragement of the intellectually 
gifted child a8 he tries to talk and play with the average child 
in the same chronolog ica 1 age group who keeps miss ing the point. 
confusing issues, aDd requiring eDdles. explanationa to get him 
into action at all. Conversely, it can be seen what a joy it can 
be When the gifted childrena' abilities are aimilar, and one fS 
ccmpanion sees inatantly what one is talking about and says and 
doea things that aeem interesting, clear and important, even when 
19 he disagrees. Ability grouping and partial aeparation into 
gifted aections for part of the school day have enabled .Q1118 
gifted students to find friends of their own level, but for the 
19Ibid., p. 334. 
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Bloat part they are left to their own devices to seek meaningful 
relationahipa. 
Thua the !atellectually gifted student is .een to have 
not only greater abili tt.e. than those in the no:r:mal range, but 
special needs and proble. a. well. The following analy.e. of 
five innovative project. will indicate the specific ways in which 
they will aid the intellectually gifted to expand their abiliti .. ~ 
quantitatively and qualitatively, intellectually and 8ocially. 
CBAP'l'BR III 
ASPEN TOTAL BXPOSlJRB PROGM)t 
Secondary education 18 the last chance for all studenu 
to obtain a liberal education and to sample all the pceaible 
fields of endeavor. Indeed, it is the only chance where both a 
.atery of the fundamentals of learning 1a assumed and many broad 
areaa can be experienced in' acne depth. Yet we presently narrow 
thia experience by fragmented areaa of study, proliferating 
course offeringa, insisting the student reject pcesible areaa of 
interest by aelecting othera, and then force him to spend pre-
scribed, rigid blocks of time in each course. He.y apend a ae-
.ster in, trigonometry or a 1gebra but never relate it to IIWI ie. or 
woodworking or experience the joy of both theoretical and applied 
knowledge. He.y 8uccess:fully compleW three years of science 
but never atudy human behavior, because this aspect occurs only 
in an "elective" course. 
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Therefore, in order to develop greater self and .oc1al 
awar ..... , an increa.ed de.ire and ability to improve one's self 
and society, the Aspen Total Exposure program will offer a cur-
riculum devoted to total aeaning' and relevance to the world of 
1 h .... n experience and knowledge. The Porwa pr09'ram will be a yeal 
loftg', four year examination by each student of the power of au-
t.horit.y, societ.y, love, mind, energy, economics, religion, govern-
mant, family, and ideals. PUteen to twenty per cent of each 
student. fS tilDe per week will be devoted to this endeavor. 
Increasingly I yeaX' by ~r, the Porwa will enlarge its 
scope so that eventually courses sucb as geametry, algebra, 
chemistry and physics may "disappear" into a more coaprebensive 
.tudy of thought and problem solving proces.... The fundamenta 1 
elements of the.e axea. would then become the vehicles foX' a high-
411.' and mor. relevant goal. UIltU tX'aditional course. can be transl-
foJ:lD8d, the Porua intends to expose the relevance and significance 
of the other :regular coune woX'k. In inve.tigating the power of 
the mind, for instance, the .tudent will .tudy type. of thought 
proc ..... which lead to problem-aolving technique.. This wUl 
lead to a .tudy of how algebX'aic. geametX'ic or other scientific 
methods develop patterns for problem-aolving, and thua, patteX'ftS 
foX' self-impX'ovement. 
. 
laeport of A.pen Tota 1 axposuxe program, A.pen School 
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Bvent.ually all areas of activit.y and atudy will be gradu-
ated int.o elements of performance crite,ia ~~ther t.han aa pres-
ent.ly ordered, bloclc8 of t.ime. Then, stude~t expoaure to the 
total cU'riculum would be required at t.he basic levels of cri-
teria. Fut.ure phases of the project will concentrate on the fu-
aian of major areas of at.udy and the development. of performance 
criteria. 
Only When the accomplishment of a performance crit.erion, 
rat.her than a t.ime requirement, is used to determine atudent. pro-
greas will a program be .individualized. Now a st.udent IIIWIt spend 
the entire aemeater in a calculus course, although he might COB\-
plate the requirements or reach hia int.ellectual ceiling in one 
l1lOI'lt.h 7 or he might be barred complet.ely from the courae if he 
does not have a reasonable chance of aucces. in t.he ent.ire course, 
though he might profit frpa exposure to s~ segments. The total 
expoeure plan inteDds t.o allow atudent progress to be measured by 
performance criteria according to levels commensurate with indi-
vidual ability in any area of activity or at.udy. 
Independent. st.udy and honors course. an becoming in-
~reasJ.ngly important. and prevalent. in colleges and high .chools, 
but in 1I\08t. cases t.he schools arbi.t.rarily l_it. independent. st.udy 
experiencea t.o those who are acadeadeally andaocially aophist.i.cat ~d4 
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t.hus benefiting only a s.ll paX'ceaugs of st.udent.., who have of-
ten been aX'bit.X'aX'ily px-e ..... lect..4 as well. The Aa~,J'l plan for 
t.otal expoeun would eventually pX'OYi4e all students w1t.h a suf-
ficient.ly bX'oa4 range of alt.ernat.ives fraa which t.hey caD lIOX'e 
intelligently sel.eot., aDd JIlOJ:8 .nt.husiast.ically and profitably 
puz'Sue, anas for ,indepeD4ent. work. By leaving fift.y t.o sixty 
paX' cent. of all at."ent.a· t.t. unacheduled, it. baa cCIIIIIlit.t.ed it.-
aelf t.o bear the t.rials associat.ed wit.h t.he developaant of aelf-
discipline aDd rupoaaibilit.y. A _jor but.t.nss of t.he t.otal 
expoeure program will be a at.rong advisory syst. •• which aska .ach 
staff _lIber t.o be penoaally responsible for approxilEt.ely 
t.welve st.ud.nt.a during t.heir ent.in high school .xperience. 
'the PX'Qgzoalll as a whole int..ada t.o be a new DIOdel foX' 
secondary schooling Which woulcJ X'einat.at.e intiJacy in public edu-
cation, remove t.he abat.zoaet.as of subject. mat.t.er which has 4eade 
ed school experieDCe fOX' so many st.udents, one t.hat. broadens t.he 
st.udent fa choicea of alt.ernatives foX' leaX'DincJ and life planning, 
a lIlOdel which providea IIOre t.Mn a t.heoret.ical baais foX' t.he .. ole 
of t.he st.udent. hias.lf in t.he O¥4er of societ.al development.. 
Praa t.he t.heoret.ical and st.J:Uat.ual f .. aMWork of the 
t.ota 1 ~un progralll, it a.e_ tbat. it. will hold t.he great.eat. 
appeal aad benefit. for t.he g1ft.ed at.udent., aa well as being 1I08t. 
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efficiently aDd effectively administerect for them. 
Intellectually, those general1zatioDS and correlations 
which are fundamental in the operation of the gifted intellect 
are encouraged and fostered in both greater breadth aDd depth 
bere than in a traditional curriculua. ID4eed, many a •• ociations 
and int.egrations whicb the student mwst make for hu.elf in a 
time-aubject oriented course are the st.andard basta of the total 
exposure program. The comprehensive spectrua will inspire tbe 
gift.ed st.udent into more areas of specific: interest., and his 
int.ellectual abilit.y will enable him to reach the accomplishment 
of t.he basic perfoX'IEnce crit.eria early enougb to allow bim to in· 
vestigat.e more fields of endeavor and those in greater deptb than 
is poas ible in an ordinary high .chool program. Even the gifted 
underachiever may find his interest. piqued during tbe basic ex-
posure, and becaWle t.he performance criteria are individual and 
t.he further effort is independent, he may try harder when he is 
not being constantly reminded that "be should be doing bet.ter. II 
The moat significant advantages seem to be for t.he scien-
t.ifically gifted and tbose who will eventually choose fields in 
.. t.hematics and engineering. prerequiaitu for basic aDd 
advanced degrees in these field. are so stringent that students 
rarely have time for the study of the huanitiu, or t.he libera 1 
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and fine arts. If it is possible for them to explore theae field. 
in the total expoaw:e program while achieving the necesaaxy compe-
tence in the fundamentala of their own demanding field, they will 
not only achieve more well-rounded peraonalitiea and enjoy more 
vers.tile interests, but creativity and ingenuity in mathematics 
and the sciencea may be enbanced individually and collectively. 
'lbe .aaociatioaa, correlationa, and inspiration from fielda far 
from the major intereat may stimulate diacovery .nd invention in 
the futw:e through theae deliberate meana as it has by chance in 
the paat. 
The social intexaction alllOftg gifted atudents may easily be 
provided in the total expoaure program. Group efforta may reault 
frca an independent study experience J perhaps a play written and 
acted, an experiDent conaeive4 singly which takes aeveral inveati-
gaton, lallg'uage dialoguea with ad lib J:eaponaes. The intellec-
tually able would have the stimulation of other s.imilar minds and 
the opportunity to forge deep friendahipe. There ia plenty of 
room for the creative mind to _neuver, yet there is the aasurance 
that broad competence will be assured. 
The gifted 8tudent ia tailor-made to take advantage of the 
independent opportunity to aelect the altematives and re8ponsibly 
pursue the areas of independent work, and be will be readily able 
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to plan for the fifty to .:l.xty per cent of h.t.a \IIl8cheduled tu.. 
ID4eed, it is ill this ana Wbare the inte11ectua 111' able student. 
are .... rely peaa1iaecl ill a regular curricu1_ p1allDed for the 
average .tudent, not only becaWie tiM .t.a wa.ted which he coulcl 
be \IIIin9 to better advantage inte1lectua1ll' aftc! creatively, but 
becauae he is \lllually prevented frOID a •• uainq personal reap0D8i-
bility aftc! thus .t.a hampered aocial1y. Ben he would be given an 
oppoftUllity for the exered .. e of aocia1 aDd personal .turity ill 
decision..,.killg oa.anaunte with h.t.a int.ellectua1 ability. 
fte.e deciliiOllll .1' include pre-veeational choice. aDd a •• illt him 
ill plal\llillg hie life. In an ordinary .ituation, an advi.or often 
f_18 at a loa. to dinat the gifted .tudent. toward a 9ooatio .. l 
dboice, allCl even with a good. t_tiDq progna, the oOUll8elor often 
4iaclau. the ruponaibi1ity of enc:ouragiD.g a choice of one field 
where there are _ny for which the student .y exhibit exception-
al aptitude. Sadde.t of all are thOlle whose te.ted achiev_nu 
aftc! abUity are .0 reaarkable that choice is poatpooed, education 
is fJfa~nted, and later 1i ... of \Ulr88liaed poa.ibilitie. are 
eDdured. Bere the .tudent htJ.e1f will have lIOn infozatiOD to 
briDq to the counae1or of the greater variety of fields to which 
he ba. been exposed ill 9reater depth than :1a the curren .ituation. 
In the total exposure program, if the ratio of one 
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a4viaor to each twelve st.-udeMs is maintained, penonal iDtimacy 
and banst will be fOlltel:'84, particularly if the student de-
velope rapport. and caA a_tinue to see the sa. advisor dU'iAg 
his entire hicJh school career. 
'the possibility of probl_ exist if the staff ZD8mber 
would be UDIIble to give the caliber of dil:'8ctiOll, infonation and 
advice necessary, if he is DOt "1:'8 than cursorily familiar with 
the areas of endeavor and poesible interest for the gifted studeni, 
if he might be subconaciOWlly jealOUll or resentful of an intel-
lect superior to hill own, and if he is impatient with a fluctu-
ating need of his support. However, if particular care ill taken 
to match the gifted students with thea. advisors best suited to 
their special abilities aDd needs, and if perhaps guidelines are 
issued to the advisors which point out the utricacJ.es in coun-
seling the giftecJ, superior reaults can be anticipated. This as-
pect of the total exposure program may be aoet valuable in _king 
the other sections of it .aningful to the gifted student. 
Gen.erally, by an a priori analysis the Aspen Total Bxpo-
sun Program has many advantages to reccaaend it for special ap-
plication to the gifted and f11ls many of their particular needa 
aDd tonfons to their special characterist.ics and abilities 
4emaaatrated by the research studi... A poateriori further 
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analyais is indicated, hopefully to examine successful results of 
objective measurements of student learning achievement and atti-
tudes. 
CBAP'l'BR IV 
TBB DBVBIDPMBN'fAL pIACBMlN'l' PRO\JBC'l' 
The developaenta 1 placelll8nt. progcam will be a model func-
tiOfting program Which will work towards the proper plaaementof 
.tudents in selected schools, an action research project which 
will demonstrate that children best work at their proper develop-
mental level. Implelll8nted with a typical crees section of the 
children in the school district, the important factor is to at-
tempt to insure each child's readiness for a given educational 
program, be it a particular kindergarten group or farther along 
into the elementary grades and regardless of educational or cul-
tural backgrounc!a of their familie.. 'fhe main needs are to de-
termine a child'. "school readine .... at the beginning of his edu-
cational career, or, for theee already 1IOV'ing' through the grades, 
proper "replacement II if the child is atJ:Ufgl.ing at a level for 
which he is not ready developmentally. 'rhus the program a.sume. 
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behaviOR 1 age to be mo&'8 important than I.Q. or clu:onological 
1 
age. 
Uae of the vast aBlOunt of res.arch SpaDDing over fifty 
years from the Geaaell Institute of Child Development and the ex-
tenaive study and experience in child behavior in the achool will 
be utilized by Frances L. Ilg, M.D., Director of the Institute, 
and other qualified ataff _mbe_ who will inatruot, supervise, 
aDd overaee the model program and train its developmental examin-
era. Since the individual test of behavioral age will be crucial 
to each child'a placement, the developmenta 1 examiner is the cor-
neratone of the prog"", and evaluation of his training aa well a 
the general program and ita effect on the children is planned. 
'rhe program ia innovative in that it makes actual ue of 
research and experience from the caeaell Iastitute focused on indi 
vidual children to determine developmental readiness to approach 
the learning aDd living situation.. It is exemplary in that it 
will be aimultaneously a model program at work and an instruc-
tional interahip program for Developmental Bxaminers. Five 
schools will participate, each requiS'ing four kindergarten aec-
tiODS, A.M. and P .. M. aes.iona, meeting in two rooms. Sixteen to 
twenty developmental examiners will be trained. 
-
~eport of the Developmental placement project, visalia 
Cit Schoola visalia Calif.rna un ubliahed, 1967. 
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In their clinical work, the Gesell Inatitute found that 
many children referred to them were often suffering frem the 
.tre.s of overplacement in school. Most frequently this waa on 
the _!aple basis of being too young' for the grade in which they 
!tere expected to function. Consistently, reports funneled into 
the institute from educators indicated that the older children 
right up through high school were those who were achieving and 
adjusting' beat. The sex of the child alao seemed to make a dif-
ferenee, boys needed about a six-montha delay in starting school. 
Thus for a student to have the greatest chance for suc-
ceas in school, a boy should be five by March lat and a girl by 
September 1st to start kinderqarten that September. However, with 
arbitrary cutoff dates, though the .. jority of children might be 
properly placed, the individual child might not be, so each child 
ahould ideally be appraised. '.rhe developmental examination is 
used for this purpose and is applicable for children between the 
agea of approximately five to ten. 
'.rhe aeriea of school readineaa teata consists of the well-
known Gesell Incomplete Man Test, a developmenta 1 interview, copy 
fom tes t8, Monroe Visual I and visual Ill, right and left tests, 
and the Loweofeld '.rest. The children are alao asked to write 
their name, address, letters, and numbers: to name animals, and 
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to give hoae aDC! .chool preference.. '!'he lIO.t popular of the 
t .. t. with childnn, aDd perhape the ~t illua1nat~ for inve.-
tigaton, 18 the Inccaplete Man Teet Which conaiata of a 1etteS'-
e1H ebeet of gZ'88n papaS' CD which the partial fig'ure of a Mn 111 
dnVll in blallk ialc, bav1ag one arm aDel hand, one leg aad foot, 
ODe "S', a JlOIIe, a balf-head of balr, aad half a bow tie at the 
neck. P1a~ly, the ieSeatUicatioa answeR tend to vary with the 
age of the child, fow:-year-olda calling him a '"snowEn, It ''Santa 
ala .. ",,, aad oleSer children 1dentifyinq him ae "part of a Mn It 01." 
-.D witbout It certaiD parte. ft_ a. the child 18 directed to 
fiaia~ the fig'ure, the exaaaineS' record. the orcler and _thad aDC! 
bie ca.enta .ueh a. "Dow be can walk. It The level of maturity 111 
indieated by the _nner in which he ccaplet .. the man .. As the 
ahild .t ... , he placu the ana higher on the body line, t\1Z'ftll it 
upwaZ'd, aad _Jc.ea it .borter. The leg movee !S'c. too faS' out CD 
,. 
the body line to the cornet position and beca.. .horter. The 
.as'ibble4 eye. _de by the vezy young child change to large open 
ciralea, to e.ll opeD aimle., to filled-in ci:C'clee, to dote, 
aid f:Lnally to an oval .hape with pupils. BaS'e as'e f1ret placed 
too 1_, then too high. fte neckline aZ'88 II which de_ada I80IIt of 
the child, i.e .eldc. dawn with any degree of accuracy until age 
.... n. When the drawing i. finiabad, the examiner aeke, "Bow 
L." . 
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doea the man feel, happy, or aad? How can you tell? II 
Because the partly finished printed figure is the aa_ 
for every child, artiatic ability is not a significant factor in 
the response. Details aDd placement indicate maturity. 
The developmental interview also tella investigators a 
lot about the child fS level of maturity. pive-year-olda, When 
a a ked , "What doea your daddy dO?, II will often answer with a • imp-
le "He works." A further inquiry will reveal that daddy 'twork8 
down in the cellar, II or "diga in the yarc1" or "eats dinner. It When 
the child is five and a half, however, he is much more aware of 
his father 'a occupation. He may aay that his father "makes t.ele-
phoneS" or "prints t.hings" or "fixes things ... 2 
This is followed by a more thorough examination of each 
child during the school year and coupled with teacher recoaaenda-
tiona will include any necessary adjustment for proper placement. 
An ~properly placed student has a difficult time experiencing 
success in a regular school program, and as long as he remaine in 
the wrong place, no matter how much of a remedial program or spe-
cial help is given, generally be will make little, if any, impr 
_nt. conversely f a properly placed student will experience 
-
2prances L. llg and Louise B. Ames, School Readiness 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1965). 
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succe •• and will automatically generate his own enthusiasm for 
learning. Consequently, both teacher and student can direct more 
time and energy to the real creative aspects of learning rather 
than ",he "patching up It process inherent in 80 many present pro-
gra_ • Currently the kindergarten teacher has little preliminary 
infozwational material about the cbild and must work through tria~ 
and error. Much ''busy work" could be rendered unnecessary, and 
individual learning could be made more effective if she were aid-
ed by a developmental appraisal of each child. When the children 
•• e grouped together in the beginning, they can achieve together, 
and an effective claas program can begin to move earlier in the 
echt:JOl year. 
Teachers have not only had to put up with the adaplaced 
child and with the child who is hard to teach, but alao with the 
disruptive child, often a burden too heavy for the welfare of the 
group_ The time a teacher spends during a !DOrning with a disrup-
tive child has been clocked in reaearch studies and baa been 
found to extend to as long as 25% of the total time the teacher 
spe.,. with the claas. Furthermore, this is not teaching, but 
cUlltedial care, arid the class 18 not only being disrupted but be-
ing deprived of the teacher 's attention, which they who are atten" 
tive are entitled to receive. A solution of proper placement of 
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disruptive chi14ren need. to be found, not only for the sake of 
the teacher and clas., but for their own behavior and education. 
If a group is really ready for the work of a grade,. then 
the teacher can use her energy construct ively,. and her otherwise 
wasted energy formerly needed to combat discipline is now avail-
able. Much creative potential of teachers has barely been tapped 
heretofore,. partly because their energy was used in dealing with 
cU.aruptive or unready children or because a rigid programming was 
needed to hold a group together. Not onl!" do a creative teacher's 
forcea become ava ilable,. but those of the group itself are liber-
ated. The group, when working well together, can generate its 
own energy and ideas even at the primary level. 
The recOll1lll8nded grouping itaelf differs from traditional 
grouping in tha t the basia is behaviora 1 age rather than chrono-
logieal age and/or intelligence quotient. The Gesell Institute 
experience suggests that if all children who are behaving at a 
five-year level, or a six-year level, are grouped with their de-
velopmenta 1 peers, a 11 will be ready for the kind of instruction 
being given. There may be many levela of intelliqence representee 
by the children in anyone cla •• , and thus the class will exhibit 
individual difference. in this and in special interests as well, 
so there will be no danger of the children being too much alike. 
This kind of grouping, based on behavioral age, seems 
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tp be preferable to grouping on the baais of intelligence alone, 
which ao dangerously penalize8 the 8uperior iaaature child by put ~ 
ting him with children whoa he equala intellectually, but whoae 
behavior and general ability and functioning level are far ahead 
of hill. If the groupe could be divided into A aDd B groups or 
different quality levela, the intellectually advanced and high 
achieving child would no longer need to be accelerated an entire 
grade. He could atay with the age group whOile developmenta 1 
level 18 comparable to his own, but receive the stimulation need-
ed frcm a more demanding curriculum and enrichment projects. 
By proper placement originally, the 810wer developing 
child will be spared the discouragement of failing an entire year 
aDd the heartbreaki.nq social stigma attached, particularly in the 
intermediat.e and upper grades. The intellectually gifted child, 
if properly placed at the outset, will be spared a whole year '. 
acceleration Which inevitably means he muat m18s a thorough expo-
aure to aome fundamentala and a forced aasociation with thoae Who 
may be intellectually his closer peers but 80cially and behavior-
ally ahead of him. 
In evaluating the developmental placement project in re-
gard to the gifted, a 8alient feature must be it.s aimplicity. 
With little complex equipment or expensive facilit.ie8 t.he concept 
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would seem to be feasible for the great majority of school dis-
tricta which are limited in funds and where any program .. t rest 
on a structure cons iatinc;J of a teacher and a classroom of thirty 
pupils. '!'his leaat expenaive method may be of great benefit to 
the gifted atudent where he is able to aaaociate with others of 
his own developmental level, and if a challenging. curriculum is 
introduced, he will be exposed to the creative interchange of 
ideas among his peers. Secure and meaningful friendships will be 
poaaible among the gifted with their behavioral equals, deep 
friendships are .,.ally a preblem for the creative child when 
only associations with normal children of hill chronological age 
are poIIs1ble. 
There may alao be a fruitful field Ix' research in Guil-
ford ts fourth area in the structural model of the intellect. It 
may be poaaible through research and study of the characteristics 
of the children in apecially gift.ed sections of developmental 
placement, to identify and refine the particular contents, pro-
duct.a, and operations along the behavioral dimension and to in-
stitute teaching methods Which might enhance their functioning. 
Not only would such reaearch, if succes.ful, aid in increasing 
the aocial intelligence of the gifted, but would certainly enable 
same transfer to the training of all children. 
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A possible corollary benefit to developmentally placing 
the gifted miqht be the .ucCe.sful avoidance of the proble. of 
some gifted underachievers. Those children who are immature and 
dependent althouqh intellectully gifted would be able to progres 
at a slower ~e in order to "catch up" behaviorally. Frustra-
tion and diacouraqement might be avoided. and these children 
could begin with achieve.nt and enthusla,am, develop1nq socially 
coaaenaurate with their intellectual capacity. As they gain mo-
tivation and a senae of reaponsibility, the tendency to under-
achieve would prObably be disaipated. 
It would aeem that this concept might be used effectively 
in conjunction with other progra. for the gifted in order to en-
hance the total benefit. If developmental place.nt were prac-
ticed initially, a total exposure program and a random acceas re-
trieval system would have even greater assurance of auccessful re. 
aults. 
CHAPTER V 
PROPER UTILIZATION OF STUDENT TRANSPORTATION 'lIMB 
The Gunnison Watershed School District is quite isolated 
in many respects, being surrounded by high mountains and lyihg 
two hundred miles southwest of Denver, the closest large city. 
Although served by an airline with daily flights and a daily bus 
schedule, travel is quite often ltmited during several months of 
the yea r • On cold nights in winter it is not unusua 1 for temper-
atures to drop to thirty-five or forty degrees below zero, 80 
that many students and families are discouraged from attending 
events of a cultural or educational nature from the outlying 
areas. Facing long bus rides, many students IBUSt get up mu.ch 
earlier in the mornings and return home later than students for 
whom transportation is a relatively minor problem. Thus, since 
these students live a considerable distance away from Gunnison, 
they are frequently denied the opWrtunity of observing, or the 
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privilege of participating in many of the cultural, recreational, 
and educational projects that are carried on within the nucleus 
1 
community as well as the extra-curricular activities at school. 
Furthermore, under ordinary conditions, thea. children 
have relatively little choice in the use of the forty minutes to 
two and a ha If hours each day while they are being transported to 
and from school. By utilizing this previously unplanned student 
transportation time through the use of enrichment programs and 
individualized activities on the bus, it is hoped that these stu-
dents will be provided an opportunity to experience a variety of 
cultural, recreational and educational experiences. 
The electronic equipment for the utilization of student 
transportation time project will include a headset and selector 
switch for each student on the seventy-eight passenger bus. This 
switch will make it possible to tune in one of the three audio 
tape channels or the AM radio programs. In addition, there will 
be four individual cartridge tape recorders that students may 
utilize for independent study. This would allow at leaat one 
audio program for each student of the three ability level groups, 
plWl one radio program and four individual audio prograB8. Any 
student would have the option of not listening to the programs 
~. lReport of pr.DDersut.ilization.:~f Studeot Traosoortation 
. r~~ Gurm1.son Wat.ershed chOoI Dl.8tr.M.;t., Gunnaon, c01oraao, 
unpuclished, 1967. 
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aDd could sit idle, talk with friends, study. or rest. 
In general the programs are designed to incorporate the 
following objectives: maximum use of the natural curiosity and 
interest of the student, provision for individual differences in 
which the students may work independently, encouragement in de-
veloping habits of self-discipline and attitudes favorable to 
independent student effort which will carry over to the students' 
" 
regular work and to their future lives as well. It is hoped that 
the programs will aid the students in developing their own profit-
able use of leisure time. In regard to the program material it-
self, the moat important consideration is that it must in itself 
compel the students • attention and interest. It should require 
little or no help fram others. 
There is at least one program for each of the three 
levels of students who are on the bus: juvenile (grades one 
through four), intermediate (grades five through eight), and high 
sc:hool (grades nine through twelve). However, individual experi-
mentation will be allowed, and any student may participate in any 
program regardless of actual grade level in school. 
The offerings are categorized into five major areas: so-
cial studies, English, science, recreation, and fine arts. The 
single concept idea is to be presented that can be encompassed in 
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programs ranging from three minutes to the time limit of one hour 
the latter for those students riding the bus the longest length 
of time. The student is able to select a program from those whicl 
.y be on the bus at any given time with provisions made for re-
quests. They run continuously throughout the duration of the bus 
ride. 
An instructional materials center includes a program de-
velopment. studio for all kinds of materials which can be adopted 
to sound tape recordings. programmed materials come frOID three 
sources, rental, loan, purchase and t.hose created at ,t.he center. 
Work and storage space accommodate one tape recorder, an AM radio, 
one record player I supplies and materials. All programs are re-
viewed, edited, and developed in the center, are stored here and 
made available for distribution to the bus. After they have been 
prepared and used, t.hose programs judged most. wort.hwhile are savee 
and st.ored for future use, in t.his way building a collect.ion from 
which students and teachers could request programs to be repeat.ed. 
Appropriate special events of school and community activi-
ties could be taped by audio and placed on the bus for students 
who had not attended the program, thus giving them an opportunity 
to hear some of the activities they would otherwise miss. Special 
programs fram the local radio station could be placed on tapes fOI 
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atudenta to hear later. Current eventa, biographicaJ, and histori-
cal aketchea of famoua people, places and events could be made 
available in a dramatically intereating manner. Students would 
have an opportunity to study the local area they traverse, busi-
n"s and economic implicationa of the cOlllDUl1ity, interesting geo-
logical formationa, plant. life, changes of seasona, and weather. 
units on hunting, driver t.raining and safety, home safety and 
topica of related importance can be made available. Famous playa, 
readings, poems, and music can be presented in a dramatic way 
that would compel students' attention. programs on the signifi-
cance of special hol,idays could also be added. The bus could be 
used not only for transportation of students to and from school 
but could be employed with great advantage for field trips, trips 
between schools where students are being transported. It might 
also be used as a supplementary elassroom designed for audio com-
munications for sbort periods of time during school bours. 
'rhe proper utilization of Student Transportation 'rime pro-
ject is innovative in tbese concepts: tbe school bus is a mobile 
classroom, providing enrichment simultaneously for group and inde-
pendent study, providing for efficient use of transportation time 
previously wasted. Its flexibility and versatility may lend it-
aelf to other types of community application, and other achool 
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districts may find the project applicable to their own situations. 
A corollary and beneficial result may be a great improvement of 
discipline on the bus leading to great driver tranquility and a 
generally safer operation of the entire student transportation 
syste •• 
In the early stages of evaluation. it has been found that 
the project is meeting with a great dea 1 of success. From random 
samples it was found that most students involved do listen to the 
tapes and find the. interesting, and their parents are highly 
pleased. Behavior has improved, and there are not nearly as many 
disciplinary proble. as there were. This is a natural result of 
the estimate that about two-thirds of the earphones are in use at 
all times. 
The most important implication for the gifted in this par-
ticular project is that it is offered to rural children whose 
gifted population has previously been largely ignored. Though an 
increasinqly dwindling proportion of the total population remain 
in rural environs, nevertheless these areas of our nation contain 
gifted students whose special needs and abilities bave not been 
met or recognized partly due to the high coat of special facili-
ties for small numbers. 
Although the proper utilization of Student Transportation 
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Time project is an enrichment program available to all the bussed 
students, the gifted will be able to take best advantage of it. 
They will be able to explore broadly areas which t.he limited 
hours of their school day do not permit and subject areas which 
the course offerings do not include. They wUl be aided in de-
veloping a superior mastery of the basic disciplines of their 
regular academic program in depth and coumensurate with their 
\ 
abilitiu. Although these expanded horizons may open new voca-
tional choices for some, many will continue to prefer entering 
the traditional occupations of their fathers, farming' and ranch~ • 
Here too, a desire for higher education and increased competen-
cies may be engendered by the enrichment program in the areas of 
mathematics and science. Bqually important, these gifted stu-
dents will have become more culturally well-rounded through their 
exposure to the humanities and fine arts and will become more ef-
fective rural community leaders. 
While many communities with large transportation cODlDit-
ments might profitably adapt a utilization of student transporta-
tion time enrichment program, a moat important experiment with 
urban students could possibly be successful as well. If there 
will be large numbers of culturally deprived children transported 
long distances in order to foster school integration, an audio 
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enrichmant program might be a significant aid in helping them at-
tain the expected grade level. It might be of inestimable value 
to the potentially gifted in sparking their intereat and giving 
an introduction to common cultural ground to ahare with the gift-
ed atudents with whom they are being integrated. Many discipline 
problems, inherent in thia difficult situation where d1sadvantagec 
children ride long distances, may be minimized. 
Not only does the student transportation time project 
provide for proper utilization of long periods of time previously 
wasted each day, but it offers an enrichment program to rural 
children who were formerly unable to experience many cultural ac-
tivities. It suggests the possibility of other adaptations in 
other sections of the nation. '!'he gifted will be able to take 
best advantage and profit most from these efforts. 
CHAP'l'BR VI 
A COMPU'l'BRIZBD APPROACH TO THB INDIVIDUALXZING OF 
INSTRUCTIONAL EXPBRDHCBS 
Each year research adds to the reservoir of knowledge in 
the field of education relating to curriculum, the learning pro-
ces., and the nature of individual students and teacher.. Sound 
decisions concerning specific learning experiences become iDCreas 
ingly difficult a. this body of knowledge spirals. Now 1nstruc-
tional decisions are _de by the teacher based on hie· own pre-
vious experience and his ability to recall, but due to hulun 
limitations, the amount of inforation used is fairly constant 
and. relatively ._11. 
Recently computers have become available to expand our 
capacity to utilize this ever increasing reservoir of informa-
l 
tion. 'l'hey can be a tool which will be able to rapidly and 
es:::d .. 
lReport of A Computerized Approach to the Individualizing 
of Instructional Experiences, Boulder Valley School District, 
Boulder, Colorado, unpublished, 1967. 
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tirele.sly sort, categorize, search, retrieve, and display infor-
mation. This project will compose programs and use computers to 
organize appropriate information for designing programs for indi-
vidu 1 learners. 
The teaching-learning process; according to the phUOIIophy 
basic to this project, is a very complex set of interactions be-
tween the individual student and his learning environment. This 
might be described as the interaction of t.wo dyDamic systems, one 
representing t.he learner, the other representing the teaching-
learning environment with which he interacts. The t.eaching-learn-
ing environment is a compoeite of instructional variables which 
includes objectives, learning content, and processes. The indi-
vid\1lll learner is a composite of variables, many of which can be 
identified and quantified. These variables can be controlled to 
provide learning alternatives Which are tailored to more nearly 
match the individual learner variables, and they, with few excep-
tiona, continue to be modified as a result of growth and experi-
ence. 
A conceptual model has been developed which will accOlll1lO-
date the component parts of the two systems and their interaction 
and allow the use of the computer to as.ist with the decision-
making process of the instructional program. The component parts 
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are each broken down into the smalleat segmant or "module" that 
can stand alone and 'be dealt with in aome relationship to the 
other "moclule ... of the .ystem. 
The focus of the two systems is provided by a series of 
syste. "organizers It Which are statementa of expected outcomes or 
broad general goals of education. The specific behavioral objec-
ti .. _ would define those concepts, skills, and knowledge which 
must be acquired by an individual as a step toward the attainment 
of the general Objective as stated by the organizer. The specific 
behavioral objective indicates what behavior the individual must 
be able to perform, if he has achieved it, under what cond.it.ions 
performance can occur, and to what extent. performance w.ill be mani 
fest. The great number of behavioral objectives relating' to the 
organizer will be both sequential and non-sequential in nature, 
and it is important that the relationship of one _pecif.ic objec-
tive to another be identified. 
Individual content may vary, as adequately defined be-
havioral objectives will allow the use of a variety of learning 
content. No longer must all children read the same stories in 
order to achieve the skills of reading. Alternatives will make 
possible more relevant learning experiences for individuals by 
providing materials of different levels. 
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The process variables will define type. of learning acti-
vitie., _dia, grouping patterns, and teaching strategies to be 
used with learning content in order to achieve specific behavior-
al objective.. In identifying proce.s variables, provision will 
be _de for alternatives at the various levels of abstraction. 
The.. include primarily experience-based alternatives such as 
direct, purposeful, dramatized, contrived experiences, field 
trips, demonatrations, and exhibits. primarily symbol-based al-
ternatives include the use of records, tapes, verbal symbols, and 
.till and IIOtion pictures. T.V. contains elements of both. 
The curriculum modules for each organizer will be f~led 
on a three dimensional curriculum map. It. objective will deter-
mine :lta location, the vertical dimension being the sequence of 
difficulty and the horizontal dimension being the sequence of 
depth or level of learning_ Modules containing alternate learn-
ing content and learning process for each cell will be accommo-
dated by the third dimenaion. Thus modules will be constructed 
to enable students to pursue learning activities at various levels 
of learning as they move up the vertical sequence of difficulty. 
In instructional decisions there are two aspects to be 
considered in providing a better match between the learner and his 
environment. The first. is the selection of behavioral objectives 
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for the student at any point in time relevant to his capabilities 
and level of development. The second decision is the selection 
of learning content and process which beat aids him in acquiring 
the specific behaviora as de.cr1bec:1 by t'l\e objective. The curric-
ulua module. will provide inforaation about teaching-learning al-
ternative. for these decisiona, and the teaching-learning cycle 
will provide a framework in which these dec is ions can be made and 
implemented. 
The selection of behavioral objectives in a perfozaance-
based system for individual students will be much more precise 
than in a traditional syste., particularly where the objectives 
are highly sequential. Originally, specific diagnostic tests will 
be needed to help identify where each student should enter on the 
curriculwu map, and records of students' past performances and 
teacher judgments will as.ist in placement. Brrorscan be reme-
died by moving the child up, down, or to the riqht or left, Wling 
the other alternatives until an apparent match in student ability 
and objectives is reached. Information concerning the student '. 
reading level, interests, and concerns will provide the initial 
basis for selecting learning content variables. The process vari-
~bles will be based on information about the student's learning 
",tyle and ability to cope with various levels of abstraotion. A 
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crit1ca 1 record of types of experiences eft98ge4 in by the individ-
ual student will be helpful in detel.'lliniDg the level of experience 
where he can beat operate and will aleo 8uggest the _dia and _-
dieting conditione to which the student can beet relate. 
The "require_nt which the uee of a computer iapoees on a 
.yet .. for: break.ing down t.he infoJ:lation into its s.llest calpOll-
ent parte will pr:ovide the opportW'lity t.o 9a in new ins ight.a into 
the teaching-leaming proce... 'the capability of the cCllllpUter to 
handle .ny var:iabl .. caD a •• ist in the a_lyeis of the intenc-
tion of theae varubl.. aDd will provide the opportWlity for a 
.yete.tic refine_nt of the inatJ:UCtioD81 prograa. 
'1'he computer will be used initially for: the retrieval of 
the inforaation frca two data files, the fint _de up of the 
curic::ulua IIOdul .. of the teaching-leaning envirCDl88nt. Its 
atJ:UCture will be detemiD.ed by the cun"icul1.D _pa, each of which 
is built around a .yst .. organiBer. 'the .econd data f i1e will 
contain inforaation a~t the apecific cbanct.eristica of the 
iDdividual .tudent which will a •• ist teachen in I118kiDg' iDatJ:UC-
tional deciaiona. As the two data fil .. are .. d,a ncoJ.'d will 
kept of the .. tohe." _de between the curriculua module. and 
the charact.riatica of the ind.ivid_l learae&'. If it is a good 
OD8, aDd the individual acquir:e4 the specific 'behavior:, a ncord 
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of this "match" will be stored in the computer, building a reper-
tory of them, so that instructional decisions will not just be 
based on one teacher f. beat judgment but be founded on a compo-
site of the best judgment of all the teachers who have used the 
syat ... 
Bventua lly the computer will provide the teacher with in-
formation about the student's progress and capabilities which will 
assist in the selection of specific objectives as well aa his in-
tereats, reading level, and style of learning which will all .ug-
gest the be.t learning content and procedure. to be used. capa-
bilitie8 must include eaay updating of atudent infonnation. Al-
though the individual leamer will provide the focus for the com-
puter-teacher guidance system, this does not _an that a 11 in-
struction will be on a tutori:al basis. In any group of students 
there is the possibility that more than one student is ready to be 
involved in a given learning situation. The ccmputer will be pro ... 
gra.aed in such a way that the teacher: i. kept ava re of the pro-
gre.s of the students and can group for economy and efficiency 
where it does not conflict with individual student progr •••• 
'J.'hia project is IIlOSt prominently of a technica 1 and ad-
ministrative nature and does not offer intez:eatinq or challenging 
content to the degree neee •• ary for the gifted. Indeed, it would 
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aee. to be geared more effectively for the slow learner where 
apecial procedures in teaching methods IINIIt be fitted to his par-
ticular learning preble.. The intellicJent student is noted for 
his flexibility and can accomplish specific ends through a varie-
ty of meana, but the largely sequential and structure nature of 
this project doea not allow the interplay of these abilitiea. 
The _thode aeem quite mechanical and lock step and do not appear 
to allow the student fa pursuit of the aubject himself at his own 
greater breadth and depth. The 1ndiv1c:1valizing of instructional 
experiencea 18 definitely based on strict behavioral theory with 
the addition of some original vocabulary tena. The ae~ntation 
of learning into minute parte or "behavioral objectives" indicate 
a compartmentalization of the mind in opposition to Quilford's 
theory of tn ining the whole intellect. In this project the em-
phasia is on specific habits or skills to be accomplished, and 
the generalizations and correlations between subject areas , 
special characteristics in which the gifted excel, are ignored. 
The ability of the intelligent student to perceive relationships 
is not given room to mature. The Jl8rk of creativity, the spark 
of trying to do something beyonl the ordinary scope, or unique 
and original is discouraged by not being encouraged. Indeed it 
is entirely ignored in the setup. 
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Although the student-teacher ratio in this program would 
seem to be necessarily high, there is no provision for guidance 
aDd counaeling of a perscnaa or vocational nature from a profes-
sio_l level. There does not seem to be any provision for stu-
dent independence of choiee: in regard to the gifted, motivation 
for such self-determination exists to a high degree. Here the 
computer-teacher deciaions dCBinate the individualizing of in-
structional experiences ccmpletely. 
Moat significantly, the fatal flaw of this project is 
that it reats on a particular, aberrant type of behavioral theory 
and one which we have aeen is most complicated and difficult to 
explain. 
CHAPBR VII 
RANDOM ACCBSS RB'1'RIJlVAL OF 
INSTRUCT IONAL .'1'BRIALS 
Confronted by enormously expanded technica 1 complexity, 
we are experiencing an information explosion being compounded ao 
rapidly that one obaerver eatt.ates that we are approaching the 
time when our publications will weigh more than the planet. 
'1'b«Ire is more aignificant information available to our school 
libraries than can even be presently used effective'1y, and the 
physical probl_ of atorage alone are prohibitive. Secondly, 
the possibilities of truly individualized instruction are finally 
being realized on a large scale with flexible scheduling, inde-
pendent atudy prograa, and other innovations. '1'0 enhance these 
efforts a random acceaa retrieva 1 system is an innovation having 




originally the ayetem will be audio and will consist of 
a master storage bank, a program center, and twent.Y, .... five. student 
carrels or stations, from which the st.udent will aelect the item 
desired or assigned from the atorage banks, and within thirty 
.econda will be able to begin listening t.o that program. l unlike 
a lang,.ge laboratory, this syetem will have random aocess. No 
sohool or college is now able t.o provide random acce •• to the ma-
teral subject to retrieval, the .yete. now in operation all be-
ing handicapped by a basic lack of flexibility. Scheduled pro-
graaaing must be employed or anyone program is out of circula-
tion in reaponse to a request from just one student. If ass1s-
tance in math; 18 offered at ten A.M., but the student is in clas. 
unt il eleven, he miaaes it. If one student request. a thirty-
minute German les.on, no other st.udent will be able to start that 
le.son until be has beard it entirely. The innovative ret.rieval 
syst.em desoribed here will eliminate such problems through the 
remarkable addition of nndom aoces.. Because this system will 
cont.ain this facility, each student will be able to select the 
program he needs at any time. Regardl .. s of how many students 
are selecting progra_, andregardle.s of how many proqra_ are 
laeport of progress in the Developlll8nt of Random Acce •• 
Retrieval of Inst.ructional Material., oak park and River Foreat 
High School, oak park, Illinois, unpublished, 1967. 
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ava ilable in the storage bank, eacb student address ing the system 
will be able to start his individua 1 lesson in less than· one 
minute. 
The random access will be made possible by a combination 
of recording devices. The storage bank will contain several mul-
tiple-track master tapes on Which individual fifteen minute 188-
sons or progra. will have been recorded. Bach student carrel 
will be equipped with a high-speed recording device which will be 
able to copy anyone fifteen-minute program in the storage bank, 
118ke the copy available to the student, and free the .ster tape 
for another student within thirty seconda. 'fhe .ster rapes, tbe 
carrel control panels, and the high-speed recording devices will 
be directed by a computer. The first stage system will include a 
storage bank capacity of 224 fifteen-minute progra_ and twenty-
five student carrels, but the random access capacity makes possi-
ble an expansion to a literally unlimited number of progra_ and 
carrels in the future. Thus, random access will provide the flex-
ibility in use and storage capacity required to cope with in-
creaSing information and individual instruction. 
yet the most important aspect of this elaborate electronic: 
hardware will be the instructional material, the software, avail-
able in the storage bank. This library-located retrieval system 
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will be uaad to supplement and enrich classroom instruction, and 
will not function strictly as a programmed instruction center. 
'the goals defined by the clasal:'oom teachel:' will be aerved by the 
elaatronic facilities of thie reaource center. If the mathema-
tica teacher ie demonatrating the factoring of • bincmia 1 aqua-
t10ft by completing the a"l:'e, the following may occur: two of 
hie students are a))aent, four atuClenta have conai4erable diffi-
culty and do not CJraap the concept aa rapidly aa otbel:'S, and five 
at.u4ents readily understand the procedw:e. The five advanced 
st.u4eat. can be referred t.o a le.son in the retrieval system de-
aoaatrating another _thod of solving a binomial equation. The 
fow: students havinCJ difficulty can be directed to a review les-
aon in the atorage bank, where the tape might include aeveral 
saaple proble. fol:' use in conjunction with work sheets. 'lbe ab-
sent ... can be aent to the retrieval center during study ball or 
after scbool for a make-up leaaon and may not need the teacbeJ:' fel 
after IICbool tu.. 
Bac::b teacher will be able to use the sen ices in bis own 
subject area in tbe manner best suited to its cO"'ltent. 'I'M hiato 
ry teacher will be able to give his studenu a wide selection of 
specialized topic presentations either for individual or claa. 
as.ig..-nta. Recordings of the actual sounds of hiatoJ:y, 
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including the voices of lead!nq personalities both past and pre-
sent. and interpretive commentary by prOlll1nent historians can be 
readily available to the individual student. Por the Bnglish 
teacher. the retrieval system can be used to provide additional 
emphasis, explanatiOft, and reinforcement on selected points of 
gR1IIIIIIr. With a near maximum of convenienae, students aan listen 
to recorded reading. of poetry, prose, or dramll by truly great 
performera • The speech teacher might ask hie students to record 
responses on a separate tape tract while listening t:o a program 
track. Speech skill exercises will also be possible. Much of the 
work of the foreign language laboratory can be handled by the re-
trieval aystem. 
While the first stage of the retrieval center will in-
clude ramom aecess to audio presentationa Oftly, visual materials 
can be coordinated with the taped lessons. 'thus, the art depart-
ment will ga in a means by which to widen student access to perti-
nent subject matter through joint tape and photographic slide 
prcgraa. So too, foreign language instruction based on tape-
alide toura can be introduced. Work aheeta, alide., and loop 
filma are only some of the visual. which can be used in conjunc-
tion with the audio progra_. 
Meabers of the faculty will alao gain opportunities to 
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.bare and use each other'. special talent.s, the Bnglish and 
history teachers will be better able to draw t.he work of t.he art 
and music teachers into their respective course. of study. Ma-
terial on the Chicago school of archit.ect.ure prepared by the 
architectural drawinq teacher will be readily available to histo-
ry studenta. Improvements in teachinq methods and learning are 
the q0818 .ouqht. Bnrichment and supplementary materials will be 
used. Dramatically increased in flexibility of acce.s to ins-
tructional materials will be achieved, and opportunities for 
individua lized instruction and independent study will be expanded 
A number of mechanical and time problems which currently drain 
teacher .energy will be eliminated. The mat;erials of the libraxy 
and the activities of the classroom will be combined much more 
thorouqhly for both teachers and students allowing for a more 
creative inteqrat ion of instruction than has been true or pose i-
hle in the past. 
The second and third atsqea of the project.s are necessar-
ily le8s well defined. While no random acce.s audio retrieval 
system currently exists, the devices to make it possible do. 
However, the devices and techniques for the second and thiJ:d 
ataqe. do not now all exiat,makinq t.his aapect s reaearch and 
developmentt project. To qualify for Title III funda# innovation 
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must be accompliahed, and random access to audio material will 
meet thiS 'demand. progress in the direction of random access to 
video progr:a_ will be a significant inventive response to it. 
In the second stage an expansion of the capacity of the 
storage bankancl the addition of one hundred and fifty more car-
rels are planned • 'the introduction of a video storage and ran-
dom access capacity and the addition of a video screen to the 
student fS carrel to take full advantage of the resources of the 
library are also planned tor this stage. Video random acce.s of 
still material is now possible on a device called a video file. 
This device can store and program random access to 500,000 sing-
le, stUl piCtures of objects or printed pages. No motion is 
currently possible in true random. access, however, because our 
technology bas not advanced to the point of high speed reproduc-
tion of motion picture. or video tape material.. A video random 
access capacity truly useful for education must include motion 
and color. Such' a capaaity i. part of the goal for the second 
stage. 
The third stage will involve continued development of the 
audio and video facilities. It will also include the addition of 
audio and video retrieval in each of two hundred elas.roo. in 
the high school. '.this facility will enable the individual 
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teacher to employ the audio and video materials of the library 
within his classroom as part of his basic instruction. By simply 
selecting the correct number, the English teacher will be able to 
present Lawrence Olivier performing Hamlet or '1'.6. Eliot reading 
his own poetryr the history teacher will be able to present P.D.R. 's 
first inaugura 1 address or a collect ion of slides on Pre-Colwnbia 
architecture, and the homeroom teacher will be able to show guid-
ance material such as college counseling segments prepared by the 
senior dean-counselor. These are but a few examples of the type 
of valuable material w'h . .ich can be made more readily available, or 
in scme cases made available for the first time, for classroom use 
through a developed random access retrieval system. It will be in 
this third stage that preparations will be made to transmit or 
broadcast the resources of the retrieval system to the other 
schools and. colleges, public and private, in the nearby areas. 
Whether this broadcasting will be done by closed circuit, micro-
wave, or U.H.P. channel is not now known. Whatever method i8 se-
lected, it will be possible for other schools to draw upon the re-
sources of this library without in any way limiting the high 
school program or individual instruction because of the flexibili-
ty and unlimited capacity Which random access makes possible. 
As an added bonus, permission has been given recently 
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by the telephone company to enable the public lines to be booked 
up with the system, enabling all the homes of the subscribers in 
the high school diatrict to receive the audio random access re-
trieval material over their family telephones. This opens vast 
possibilities for adult education as well as extencU.ng the use to 
reinforcement of individual student study. 
Inherent in this project, to develop a random access re-
trieval system, are many exciting possibilities. yet it must be 
remembered that the electronic devices on which the project rests 
will only be tools in the hands of teachers and students. These 
toea will not make trivial material Significant, nor will they 
make poor teachinq meaningful. Even electronic::: marvels will riot 
convert the contrary, dull or listless student into a cooperative, 
perceptive, or inspired paragon of academic virtue. They cannot 
make the basic resource for learning, the individual student, dif-
ferent tomorrow than he was yesterday. But these tools can serve 
the most effective dissemination and utilization possible of the 
knowledge, understanding, and accomplishments of our heritage. 
It would seem that the gifted student can most benefit 
from this vast storehouse of knowledge readily available to him. 
Be has the greatest intellectual curiosity about many and varied 
areas, and his interest will be piqued just by the wealth of of-
ferings in the catalogue. Since he can absorb the retrieval 
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material faster, be will be able to explore a subject in greater 
length, possibly allowing a telescoping or acceleration of tradi-
tional semester-subject continuity, and consequently experience a 
broader, more rapid preparation for higher education and the 
choice of a profession. He may find time here to explore fields 
on his own for which he would not have 'had the time in his regu-
lar curriculum program. 'l'hese are the students who will ask to 
go to the library during study hall, and who will drop in after 
school to hear or see a program a friend had mentioned was enjoy-
able in another class. The gifted student whose abilities are 
superior to his own subject level can plug in at a more advanced 
level and ga in greatly in knowledge and enjoyment. Because the 
use of this system is hiqhly individual, and some intellectually 
gifted students tend to be introverted, great care should be 
taken to encourage them into extracurricular activities relevant 
to their areas of interest. The general curriculum itself might 
be planned to a llow for the interchange of ideas and opinions of 
the retrieval material individually experienced, so that the stu-
dent can become an active not a passive participant in his educa-
tion. The gifted student particularly will use his creativity 
and originality in making associations, adapting abstract princi-
ples, and interpreting generalizations, and will have a great 
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obviously such a large expenditure of funds to institute 
such a technically complex and expensive system could never be 
justified for the small proportion of gifted students in even a 
wealthy school district. The Office of Bducation has awarded 
nearly a million and a half dollars for the project, and the local 
high school district bas approved a nine million dollar bond issue 
for a building addition to enclose it. The innovative project was 
approved under Title III because it suggests a solution to the 
growing problem of expanding information and individual instruc-
tion, and the taxpayers supported it because it will benefit all 
the children in the district in a new and imaginative way. Bven-
tully other areas which could not afford the equipment themselves 
fwill be able to take advantage of it through transmission. per-
Ibaps the gifted everywhere will have an opportunity to reap most 
ladvantage of the system which appears to be tailor-made for their 
!beat aptitudes. 
CHAP'l'BR VIII 
CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR THB QD"l'BJ) S'l'UDBm', 
FOR ADMINIS'tM'l'ION AND FOR FUR'l'BBR :aSBARCH 
It is hoped that these innovative projects under Title 
III continue to be as successful as they promise to be in the 
light of the foregoing analyses, and that their novel ideas will 
have the widest dissemination possible throughout the areas of 
education where related persistent proble. need to be solved. 
The Aspen Total Exposure Program gives all students an 
opportunity to experience a curriculum which will assure a mas-
tery of the fundamentals and yet be devoted to the total meaning 
and relevance to the world of human experience and knoWledge. 
'the gifted can, it seems, take best advantage of the generaliza-
tions and correlations inherent in this type of curriculUlll 
structure and can achieve a greater greadth and depth of learning 
than in a traditional program. Social interaction and intellec-
tual interchange between gifted minds can easily be encouraged 
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ti~ 
in the total exposure program, and it providu a guidance COWl-
.eling prognm as a 80lid foundation for per80nal choice and ex-
perience. Continuoua strict evaluation will illuminate both bene. 
fit. and areas indicating a need for reconstruction. 
The Developmental Grade Place_nt project shows a great 
deal of .rit, and its intent to insure that the iDdividual chi14 
is r:eady to learn the most funda_ntally im.poRent material, and 
that the entire cla.s is .. ually ready, is to be nCOlllD8D4ed. 
Gifted children will benefit by being placed in a class where all 
can advance at a rapid rate in ruponse to teaching _tb04s gear:e«3 
to their special abUities. Bere again, further evaluation would 
be welcome. 
The Ccmputer1zed Approach to Individualizing of Inetruc-
tional Experiences .ee. to be the wea~t of the project. in 
light of the analyse.. Based on a cOllpletely behavioral approach 
to learning, a computerized matching of learning tasks with the 
student woulc1 seem to eliminate exploration and creativity on 
hia part. This rigid system would baaper the gifted student moat 
.eriously. Although he wou14 be able to learn the material fast-
er, his ~"tion and originality wou14 be stifled. 
The proper utilization of Student 'lftaaportation 'lima pro-
ject is definitely an imaginative and much needed response which 
fille previoUsly wasted school bue-riding time with cultural. 
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J:8creationa1, and educational experieDCes. Gifted children whose 
rural environment keepa them from full participation in the cultu 
ral activities of the coaaunity are moat enthusiastic at the op-
portunity to enrich and expand their horizons and may be able to 
explore areas clO8ed to them in the standard curriculwa due to 
their limited hours at school. Here too, the intellectually gift 
ed student will be able to abaorb more material faster. All the 
children on the bue enjoy tbeirenriched ride, the gifted moat of 
all. 
The Random Acces. Retrieval of Instructional Materials 
project ie a truly imaginative and innovative use of computer 
technology which solves the increasing problem of library informa 
tion storage and simultaneously makes it available for iaMdiate 
use. Rather than stifling the varied abilities of the intellec-
tually gifted student into a rigidly systematized mold as does 
the other computerized project, this system frees h~ to advance 
at hie own speed and depth within the framework of the traditiona 
academic disciplines and explore others which time does not pend 
in hie curriculwa. 
Administratively, great enthusiasm bas attended these in-
novative projects. The Developmental placement project dislocates 
the traditional structure of the school the least, since with the 
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addition of the developmental examiners, the formation of the 
adlli.."listrative structure of the school will be little changed. 
Iaplicati0D8 for administration of the Computerized Approach to 
Individualizing of Instructional Bxperiences would indicate that 
intricate readjustments would be necessary to correlate daily 
planning of inatruction. The qreat mechanical ItbusywoE'k" effort 
involved in effectinq what may be a rigid and stifling system im-
plies that this is not as worthwhile a project as many others. 
The Aspen Total Bxposure Proqram demands a first rate 
administration and faculty for the complex and broad planninq of 
a total curriculum, and cooperation among them is of primary imT 
portance. The quidanee counseling" aspect of total exposure must 
alao be kept in mind. Here, once the curriculum is established, 
the administration will be responsible for its smooth continuity. 
However, thia type of versatility is at a premium. 
Since the Proper utilization of Student '1'ranaportation 
T.tme Project will be an acceasory to the school itself, it will 
not change the basic structure of the administration. However, 
ita director must not only be qualified technically in regard to 
the electronic bus equipment but imaqinative in the choice of the 
iutruetional material used. Of primary importance is the corre-
lation of student interest and community activities. 
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Great demands will be made on the school administration 
for the Random Access Retrieval of Instructional Materials project 
A technical assistant with electronic engineering training will be 
necessary to oversee the vast and complex institution of the re-
tt rieval system. Explanation and planning with the classrOOll teach 
en is l80IIt important to insure the best choice and availabUity 
of the 8oftware, the content of instructional material to be re-
trieved. Cooperation and integration of effort among all person-
nel is vital and the responsibility of the administration. 
It is hoped that the admin:latratora of each of these pro-
jects do not become so totally involved in their own efforts tbat 
they neglect the dissemination of successful results of the other 
projects. perhaps as an endeavor is successful in operation, an-
other can be coupled with it. 'rhe Developmenta 1 placement project 
lends itself particularly well to a combination with the other in-
novative methods 1 and administrators in planning the curriculUJD of 
the Random Access RetrieVal of Instructional Materials project 
might use the concept of the Tota 1 Bxposure program as a bas •• 
Since all of thes. projects are supported by fed.ral gov-
ernment funds under Title III of the E1ezrentary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965, the burden on the local taxpayer is not evi-
dent in these efforts. However. to implement similar endeavors in 
other school districts. local funds will be needed. A tremendous 
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job of advertisement and effective public relations will be neees 
sazy by adainiatntora contemplating instituting theae iDnovatiOlll 
in ft_ areas, but· a gnat asset II\WIt be the successful reaults 
and public enthusiasm engenc!end in the experimental school dia-
t.l:1ct.a. While an expensive program aimed at enriching a small 
pl"oportion of the school population, the gifted students, would b 
difficult to persuade the public to support, the gnat appeal of 
these projects is their beneficial impact on all students. 
The implications for research an many and varied. Once 
the projects are running smoothly and successfully, they will pro ~ 
vide fertile fielda for reaearch not only in ngard to the achiev ,-
_nts of the projects t .. elves but in areas of general learning 
t.heory and the special abilities of the gifted. Bfficient I"ecordl 
are certa in to be kept, so that control groups will be able to be 
effectively established, enabling ccapariacn.a between acccapliah-
_nt8 and abilities of students involved in theae projects and 
students in traditional school situations. 
Research will not only be able to .stablish the quality 
of .ucc ••• of the innovative projects, but extend knowledge of 
the theory of learning its.lf. The Total Bxpoaure program and 
the Randc. Access Retrieval of InStruct.ional Materials project 
will provide fertile fields for research stucU .. s in the nature of 
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intelligence, particularly the structure of intellect theozy of 
J .P.. Guilford, which can be continued here by means of the experi-
mental application of factor analyaia. It would seem that the new 
total exposure curriculum and electronic retrieval methods might 
aid in showing that the higber mental processes of thinking', prob-
lem solving, an4 creative think1n9 have both specific and genenl 
components rather than simply depen4ing upon the .stezy of speci-
fic habits or .kills.. It would see. that the intellectually gift-
ed students will demonstrate this moat promiDently .. 
In conclusion, it is evident that three of these four pro-
jects have great merit, will solve persistent proble., have trul~ 
innovative characteristics, and deserve the wideat dissemination 
possible. While creating necessitiea of readjustment for adminis-
tration, they will also provide furtber opportunity for research 
an4 development. In view of the analyses of the intellectually 
gifted an4 the projects themselve., these models hold out the 
prOIliae of great stimulation, encouragement, and benefit for thOSE 
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